Weather Policy

Cancellation: Is it possible?

The FLL State Tournament will not cancel unless the university closes or there is a road emergency condition in Ft. Wayne. Due to the complexity of this event which includes scheduling 55 volunteers, 24 judges, 9 referees, tournament staff, as well as facility reservations that cannot be re-arranged the tournament will continue even if some teams must cancel due to weather conditions in their area. Please consider that teams come to the state tournament from all over the state and cancellation is not possible because of the weather conditions in one location. Please use your best judgment if you are transporting children and keep in mind no event is worth a dangerous situation. If you must cancel due to weather, call the Tournament Director’s office number below and leave a voice mail.

Delayed Start: Is it possible?

The FLL State Tournament is designed to begin its schedule with the first teams that arrive. This helps us accommodate for teams that must travel far and find they arrive late due to weather conditions. On the rare occasion that the tournament will have a one or two hour delay, notification would be given to 1101 AM WOWO and 95.1 FM and also placed on the Director’s voice mail.

In the case of a rare tournament delay, a message will be left on the Tournament Director’s voicemail at work:

Work: 1-260-481-6905

Please do not have every parent or team member call and block the line. Coaches, please call if you need to check the message.